
SOLUTION
 
With an app-controlled handheld electric pump, the product eliminates the guesswork of the helmet inflation process and establishes a custom fit for every player. The solution has 
two components — an electric pump held in one hand (a mobile device clips into it) and an app – that communicate via Bluetooth. Once the parameters of a player’s initial fitting 
is saved to the app, that data is stored in the cloud to make subsequent fittings faster. The device automatically recaptures a player’s fit setting, even without the player present. This 
further increases the likelihood that more players’ air bladders will be correctly inflated and customized to their perfect fit.

FINANCIAL 
VALUE
Rising awareness about concussions in football has led 
to a spike in related research and development, but as 
solutions go, this one’s barrier to entry is the lowest. For 
the cost of two helmets, a single HelmetFit unit ensures 
proper fit for an entire team. This has made it accessible 
to high school and college teams,  its largest market.

Since launching in 2018, HelmetFit has been adopted 
by more than 100 teams in the U.S. and Canada. The 
company was granted a patent for a “system and 
method for easily and frequently checking the gas 
bladder pressure levels in a sports player’s helmet and 
refilling them to maintain optimum head protection 
for the player.”

SOCIAL 
GOOD
 
In current football culture, players are ultimately responsible for ensuring the proper fit of their own helmet — a 
dangerous practice when a young person’s safety is at stake, and especially when players desire to stay on the field at 
all costs. 

A study of over 250 high school players in the Intermountain West Region conducted by Idaho State University found 
that although 97.5 percent of players wore helmets that require regular, weekly reinflation, nearly 90 percent of them 
failed to maintain their bladders on a weekly basis. The study found over 40 percent of participants didn’t reinflate their 
bladders at all during the entire football season.

HelmetFit gives parents and coaches more control over young players’ safety by ensuring their helmet bladder is 
inflated correctly. Data stored in the HelmetFit app provides confirmation. HelmetFit’s customers are largely high 
school and college teams who don’t have the resources or flexibility to either buy expensive helmets or to employ 
an equipment manager who can spend hours per week checking each helmet. Teams using HelmetFit have supplied 
anecdotal evidence of favorable concussion data from one year to the next.

CUSTOMER 
VALUE
Elite programs including Ohio State University and the San Francisco 49ers have signed on to use the product. But 
the majority of users are bread-and-butter junior high, high school, and college programs throughout the U.S. 
and Canada, such as Cornell, Princeton University, University of Pennsylvania, Navy, Texas State, Georgia State, 
University of Kentucky, Georgetown, and many more. Testimonials from the teams largely cite the amount of time 
saved by equipment managers and athletic coaches who no longer have to check every helmet manually, while it’s 
being worn by its individual player: “Having everyone’s fit in the palm of my hand gives me the flexibility to hit 
over 100 helmets in no time at all,” says the Head Equipment Manager at the University of Redlands in California.

The system is designed to work with models made by the two major helmet manufacturers, Riddell and Schutt. 
These are by far the most popular helmet suppliers on the market for youth, high school, and college teams. 

Former President & COO of Riddell and former Director of Product Development for Schutt Sports, J.C. Wingo 
told AFCA (American Football Coaches Association) magazine: “I’ve been in this industry over 35 years, 
and I think this is something that’s long overdue. It’s a product that should be in every locker room.”

CHALLENGE
A properly fitting helmet is the first step in player protection, and the 
old-fashioned hand pumps still in use from youth football leagues 
to the NFL were not cutting it. The founder of HelmetFit, Michael 
Weatherby, recognized an opportunity for disruption that could 
transform the player-safety paradigm in a sport where research shows 
a clear link between concussion severity and helmet fit. He set out 
to develop a novel system to make helmet inflation more repeatable 
and safer, and to do it electronically. His vision was to make it easy 
for players (and coaches, equipment managers, and parents) to 
properly maintain the brain-saving air bladders inside players’ helmets.

APPROACH
 
From initial concepts to prototypes, the interdisciplinary 
team of user researchers, industrial and interaction 
designers, and mechanical and electrical engineers 
worked together to realize a patented football helmet 
inflation system that measures, records, and maintains a 
custom fit for every player. 

Industrial and interaction designers together mapped 
the digital-physical product journey, iterating along 
the way as device and app were tested to confirm that 
digital elements were supporting the physical workflow. 
This mapping was essential for visualizing and clarifying 
pain points that were confirmed and validated by 
user research with football player participants. Novel 
technical aspects were integrated to support HelmetFit’s 
intuitive digital-physical product experience. 
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